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ABSTRACT
Multi-processor and multi-core systems are becoming in-
creasingly important in time critical systems. Shared re-
sources, such as shared memory or communication buses
are used to share data and read sensors. We consider real-
time tasks constituted by superblocks, which can be exe-
cuted sequentially or by a time triggered static schedule.
Three models to access shared resources are explored: (1)
the dedicated access model, in which accesses happen only
in dedicated phases, (2) the general access model, in which
accesses could happen at anytime, and (3) the hybrid access
model, combining the dedicated and general access model.
For resource access based on a Time Division Multiple Ac-
cess (TDMA) protocol, we analyze the worst-case comple-
tion time for a superblock, derive worst-case response times
for tasks and obtain the relation of schedulability between
different models. We conclude with proposing the dedicated
sequential model as the model of choice for time critical re-
source sharing multi-processor/multi-core systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.3.3 [Performance Analysis and Design Aids]: Worst-
case analysis

General Terms
Performance, Algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION
Multiprocessor systems on chip (MPSoCs) and multicore

platforms have been widely applied for modern computer
systems to reduce production cost without sacrificing per-
formance or significantly increasing power consumption in
the average-case. However, such systems have recently been
considered to be applied in timing critical systems, such as
automotive or avionic applications, in which guarantees on
worst-case response times are key requirements. Multiple
processing elements competing for access to a shared re-
source, e.g., a shared memory, may lead to contention and
significantly increased worst-case response times.

Systems with shared resources have recently been stud-
ied by Pellizzoni et al. [3], Negrean et al. [2], and Schliecker
et al. [6]. Methods to analyze the worst-case delay a task
suffers due to accesses to a shared bus, shared memory or
caches have been proposed. Pellizzoni et al. [4] propose se-
quentially executing superblocks to constitute tasks. Super-
blocks are specified by their upper bound on access requests
to a shared memory and their maximum required computa-
tion time. Superblocks are constructed by execution blocks
either with static analysis of a program or designers’ efforts
to manually arrange most of the memory accesses at the
beginning and the end of the execution blocks. Different ar-
bitration policies on a shared memory are analyzed and the
worst-case delay suffered by a task due to the interference
of other tasks on the shared memory is computed.

Other works focus on arbitration policies, that eliminate
interference. For example, Rosen et al. [5] and Andrei et
al. [1] use Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) for bus
accesses and a task model, where communication requests
are confined to dedicated phases at the beginning and the
end of a task. Execution traces for an application are gen-
erated using static analysis, and applied to a given TDMA
arbiter to derive the worst-case completion time. Contrary
to [5], we assume that the position of the accesses to the
shared resource are not known a priori. TDMA arbitration
polices are often used in industrial applications to increase
timing predictability and to simplify timing analysis. Such
systems can be analyzed compositionally, i.e., one process-
ing element is analyzed at a time, and the system is feasible,
if all its components are feasible. Interference is eliminated
through isolation.

In this paper, we consider tasks that are constituted by



superblocks as in [4]. Sets of superblocks are assigned to
predefined processing elements and are executed either (1)
sequentially or (2) time triggered. A sequentially execut-
ing superblock starts its execution as soon as its preced-
ing superblock has finished. A time triggered superblock
starts execution at a predefined time instant. Superblocks
are specified by their maximum computation time and their
maximum number of access requests to a shared resource
that applies a TDMA scheduling policy to grant access. We
assume a hardware platform without anomalies, e.g., the
fully timing compositional architecture proposed by Wil-
helm et al. [8] and propose different models to access shared
resources within superblocks: (1) dedicated phases model,
(2) general model and (3) hybrid model. Dedicated phases
at the beginning and the end of each superblock are em-
ployed as acquisition and replication phase respectively to
perform implicit communication. In between the acquisition
and replication phase, the execution phase issues no access
request to shared resources. The general model allows to
access a shared resource at any time during a superblocks
active time, while in the hybrid model an acquisition and an
replication phase exist, but accesses to the shared resource
can also happen during the execution phase.
The main contributions of this paper are:

(a) We propose models to access the shared resource and
models to schedule superblocks on processing elements and
show algorithms to compute their worst-case completion time
in constant time for regular TDMA arbiters.

(b) We derive the schedulability relation of the proposed
models and propose the dedicated sequential model as the
model of choice for time critical resource sharing systems.
We show that time triggered superblocks cannot increase
the performance of systems, assuming TDMA arbitration
on the shared resource and a fully timing compositional ar-
chitecture.

In Section 2, we introduce the proposed task model. Fol-
lowing that, in Section 3, we show how to derive the worst-
case completion time for the different models. Section 4
presents the schedulability relation between the models. Ex-
perimental results using a real-world application are shown
in Section 5.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
A system is composed of multiple processing elements pj ∈
P. The processing elements in P execute independently,
but share a common resource, e.g., an interconnection fabric
(bus) to access a shared memory.

2.1 Superblock Models
We assume a given task partition, in which task set Tj is

assigned to execute on pj ∈ P. A task is constituted by a
sequence of superblocks. Superblocks might have branches
and loops, but superblocks constituting a task execute se-
quentially, i.e., the order of superblocks is the same for every
possible execution path of a task. We consider two models
for executing superblocks,
(i) in the sequential model a succeeding superblock is ac-
tivated as soon as its preceding superblock has finished, and
(ii) in the time triggered model, a superblock starts exe-
cution at a predefined time.

We consider a (given) repeated schedule of length Wj time
units, denoted as processing cycle, on processing element
pj , in which the first superblock starts at time 0. Super-
blocks Sj on pj are executed in the repeating time inter-
val (0,Wj ]. Superblocks are indexed by a pre-defined order

s1,j , s2,j , . . . , s|Sj |,j , in which si,j precedes si+1,j . The ear-
liest starting time of superblock si,j is ρi,j and its relative
deadline is `i,j . In time triggered systems, ρi,j must be no
less than ρi−1,j + `i−1,j . For brevity, ρ0,j + `0,j is assumed
to be 0.

We consider different models to access shared resources
within superblocks: (1) the dedicated model, (2) the general
model and (3) the hybrid model, as described in [7]. Sum-
marizing these models, for the dedicated model a superblock
si,j is described by µmax,a

i,j and µmax,r
i,j for the maximum

amount of access requests in the (a)cquisition phase and
(r)eplication phase respectively. The upper amount of com-
putations in the (e)xecution phase is denoted execmax

i,j , see
Fig. 1(c). The general model allows to access a shared re-
source at any time during a superblocks active time, i.e., the
acquisition and replication phases merge with the execution
phase, see Fig. 1(a). As a result µmax

i,j = µmax,a
i,j + µmax,r

i,j .
In the hybrid model, an acquisition and an replication phase
exist, but accesses to the shared resource can also happen
during the execution phase, see Fig. 1(e). Conclusively, the
parameters describing access requests for the hybrid model
are µmax,a

i,j , µmax,r
i,j and µmax,e

i,j for the acquisition, the repli-
cation and the execution phase respectively. Each of the
three models presented in this paper, represents a trade-off
between design freedom and accuracy of timing analysis.
Application of the models: The dedicated phases model re-
quires efforts to confine communication to dedicated phases.
This restriction is compensated by increased performance
and predictability. For many applications in the domain of
control and signal processing, complying to these restrictions
does not present a major obstacle, since execution frequen-
cies are typically known in advance. Applications with user-
interaction and/or event-triggered behavior cannot comply
to this model, and the general access model has to be ap-
plied. The hybrid access model presents a way to increase
the analyzability and performance of a system that is oth-
erwise designed according to the general access model.

2.2 Resource Access Models
As a result of the previous models to trigger the execu-

tion of superblocks and how access to shared resources are
organized within them, the following models can be derived:

GS - general sequential phases, sequential super-
blocks.
Superblocks execute sequentially, and accesses to the shared
resource can happen anytime and in any order, see Fig. 1(a).

DS - dedicated sequential phases, sequential super-
blocks. Superblocks execute sequentially, and accesses to
the shared resource are in the acquisition and replication
phases, see Fig. 1(c).

HS - hybrid sequential phases, sequential super-
blocks. Superblocks execute sequentially, and accesses to
the shared resource are issued in dedicated acquisition and
replication phases. Additionally, in the execution phase, ac-
cesses to the shared resource can be issued at any time, see
Fig. 1(e).

GTS - general sequential phases, time triggered
superblocks. Superblocks start execution at dedicated points
in time and accesses to the shared resource can happen at
any time and in any order, see Fig. 1(b).

HTS - hybrid sequential phases, time triggered
superblocks. Superblocks start execution at dedicated points
in time and accesses to the shared resource are specified ac-
cording to the hybrid model, i.e., accesses are issued in the
acquisition, execution and replication phases, see Fig. 1(d).
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Figure 1: The access models considered in this pa-
per.

Phases of a superblock execute sequentially.
HTT - hybrid time triggered phases, time trig-

gered superblocks. Superblocks are specified according
to the hybrid model, and each phase starts at a statically
defined point in time. Accesses to the shared resource are
issued in the acquisition, replication, and execution phases,
see Fig. 1(f).

2.3 Model of the Shared Resource
This paper considers multiprocessor systems with a TDMA

arbiter for arbitrating the access to the shared resource. A
TDMA schedule Θ is defined as a sequence of time slots,
such that σpj is the starting time of a time slot granting
access for processing element pj and δpj is its duration.
In a TDMA schedule Θ there is exactly one time slot for
each processing element pj , and therefore, schedule Θ has a
length L(Θ) =

∑
∀j
δpj . If the active time slot at time t is as-

signed to processing element pj , then θ(t, pj) = 1, otherwise
θ(t, pj) = 0. Fig. 2 illustrates an example for the TDMA
schedule.

σp2 σp3 σp5 σp4

δp1

L(Θ)
θ(t, p2) = 1

p1 p2 p3 p4

δp3

σp1 + L(Θ)

p5

σp1 t

p1 p2 p3 p4p5

Figure 2: TDMA arbiter with notation

A request to the shared resource is served as soon as the

arbiter grants access. The shared resource serves at most one
request at a time and the time to serve a shared resource,
once access is granted, is bounded by a constant time C.
The length of each time slot in schedule Θ is at least C,
guaranteeing that at least one access request can be served
in each time slot.

Therefore, if a superblock si,j can access the shared re-
source at any time, the maximum time for executing the
superblock si,j is execmax

i,j +(µmax,a
i,j +µmax,e

i,j +µmax,r
i,j )·C. A

TDMA schedule for the shared resource is said to be schedu-
lable if all the superblocks/tasks in all processing elements
can finish before their respective deadlines, i.e., the response
time of a superblock can be no longer than the relative dead-
line.

3. TIMING ANALYSIS
Given a TDMA schedule Θ, this section presents how to

analyze the worst-case completion time (WCCT) of an ac-
quisition/replication phase and an execution phase starting
at a specific time t.

3.1 WCCT for acquisition/replication phases
Consider an acquisition or replication phase, starting at

time t and with µmax as the maximum number of requests
to the shared resource, then Alg. 1 presents the pseudo-
code to compute its WCCT. Note that for an acquisition (or
replication) phase Algorithm 1 with input parameter trim =
0 is called, whereas trim = 1 is used for a sub-routine that
will be called and explained in Section 3.2. Parameter npj

in Line 2 represents the amount of resource accesses that
can be performed in one time slot.

If at time t, schedule Θ grants access to requests from
processing element pj , then Line 4 computes the number
of accesses that can be finished during the current active
time slot. If all requests can be finished before the current
time slot expires, Alg.1 terminates in Line 6. Otherwise,
the remaining access requests are computed (Line 8) and
the offset to the next time slot for pj is computed (Line 11).

Line 12 computes the number of cycles that is required
to serve the remaining access requests (r) and the number
of unserved requests (µ′′) that remain after r executions of
the schedule. If the number of unserved requests is larger
than the number of requests that can be served in one time
slot, the WCCT is computed in Line 14. In this case, the
remaining requests are served in the succeeding time slot
for pj and therefore the number of cycles r is increased by
one. Otherwise, Line 16, no extra cycle is required and the
WCCT is computed.

Lemma 1. For an acquisition or a replication phase on
processing element pj with at most µmax requests to the
shared resource, Algorithm WCT-AR with input parameter
trim = 0 gives an upper bound of the WCCT.

Proof. This is because of the definitions of the TDMA
schedule Θ and its length L(Θ). As there is no interference,
the WCCT is the time when all the requests are served.

3.2 WCCT for execution phases
This subsection shows how to analyze the worst-case com-

pletion time of an execution phase with µmax as the maxi-
mum number of requests and execmax as the maximum com-
putation time, starting at time t. Algorithm 2 presents the
pseudo-code to compute the worst-case completion time. If
the maximum number of request µmax = 0, then the Algo-
rithm terminates at Line 2 and the WCCT is the current
time t plus the maximum execution time execmax.



Algorithm 1 WCT-AR

Input: Θ, pj , µ
max, t, trim;

Output: WCCT;

1: tr = t−
⌊

t
L(Θ)

⌋
L(Θ), µ′ = µmax;

2: npj = max

{⌊
δpj
C

⌋
− trim, 1

}
;

3: if σpj < tr < σpj + δpj then

4: µc =

⌊
σpj

+δpj−t
r

C

⌋
;

5: if µc > µmax then
6: return t = t+ µmaxC;
7: else
8: µ′ = µmax − µc;
9: end if
10: end if
11: t′ is the starting time of the next time slot for pj after t;

12: r =

(⌊
µ′
npj

⌋
− 1

)
;µ′′ = µ′ − r · npj ;

13: if µ′′ > npj then

14: return t′ + L(Θ) · (r + 1) + (µ′′ − npj )C;

15: else
16: return t′ + L(Θ) · r + µ′′C;
17: end if

If at time t, the current time slot is not assigned to pj ,
there are two branches that might lead to the WCCT. First,
computations can be performed, until the next time slot as-
signed to pj becomes active (R1). Second, an access request
can be issued, resulting in processing element pj to stall un-
til the next time slot becomes active (R2). The first is only
feasible if the next time slot can be reached by performing
execmax computations, see Line 7, while the second is always
possible, see Line 9. In both cases, Algorithm 2 is called re-
cursively, with time t set to t + t′, such that the current
time slot is assigned to pj in the recursions. As a result, the
recursively called instances of the Algorithm either jump to
Line 2 or Line 12. In both cases, the Algorithm terminates
without any further recursive calls.

Consider that at time t, the current time slot is assigned
to pj (Line 12), then the worst-case completion time is gen-
erated by minimizing the number of access requests that are
served in each time slot. This can be done by performing
computations during time slots that are assigned to process-
ing element pj . In the worst case, an access request requires
C units of time to be served. Performing computations up
until C−ε, ε > 0 units of time before the current slot expires,
results in the access request to stall until its next time slot,
where it is served in C units of time. Conclusively, in every
time slot assigned to pj , where an access request can be is-

sued, we perform computations for
(
δpj − 2C + ε

)+1 units
of time. In the first time slot assigned to pj , computations

amounting for
(
δpj − C + ε

)+
units of time have to be per-

formed, since there is no unserved access request waiting to
be served and C units of time are not consumed serving it.
In the remainder of the paper, we consider ε ≥ 0, sacrificing
only little tightness.

If the available computation time execmax is insufficient
to delay the access request until δpj − C (Line 14), then
the problem is reduced to a dedicated phase, which is an-
alyzed by Alg. 1. Otherwise, Alg. 2 computes the number
of time slots, in which the number of served access request
can be minimized by the remaining computation time exec′

in Line 18. The first time slot assigned to pj is handled in
Line 16 and 17.

If the number of time slots that can be used to perform
computations exceed the number of access requests µ′ (Line 20),

1z+ = 0 for z ≤ 0, z otherwise

Algorithm 2 WCT-E

Input: Θ, pj , µ
max, execmax, t;

Output: Worst-case completion time;

1: if µmax = 0 then
2: return t+ execmax;
3: end if
4: if θ(t, pj) = 0 then
5: t′ is the offset to the next time slot for pj ;
6: if execmax > t′ then
7: R1 = WCT-E(Θ, pj , µ

max, execmax − t′, t+ t′);
8: end if
9: R2 = WCT-E(Θ, pj , µ

max − 1, execmax, t+ t′);
10: return max(R1, R2);
11: else
12: t′ is the offset to the current slots start time σpj
13: if δpj − t

′ − C > execmax then

14: return WCT-AR(Θ, pj , µ
max, t+ execmax + C, 1);

15: else
16: exec′ = execmax − (δpj − t

′ − C);

17: t = t+ L(Θ)− t′;

18: b =

⌊
exec′

{δpj−2C}+

⌋
;

19: if b > µ′ then

20: return t+µ′L(Θ) +C+
(
exec′ − µ′ · (δpj − 2C)+

)
;

21: end if

22: t = t+ bL(Θ) +
(
exec′ − b · (δpj − 2C)+

)
;

23: t = t+ L(Θ) + C, µ′′ = µ′ − b;
24: return t =WCT-AR(Θ, pj , µ

′′, t, 1);
25: end if
26: end if

then the worst-case completion time computes as the sum of
the current time t, the number of schedule cycles required
to serve the requests, µ′L(Θ), and the remaining compu-
tation time. Otherwise, the worst-case computations time
computes as the sum of schedule cycles, for which the stall
time can be maximized, bL(Θ), the remaining computations,
exec′ − b(σpj − 2C)+, and another schedule cycle to serve
the next access request, see Line 22. The remaining access
requests can be analyzed using Alg. 1.

Lemma 2. Consider δpj ≥ 2C, then Alg. 2 returns the
worst-case completion time for a phase with at most µmax

accesses to the shared resource and execmax time units to
perform computations.

Proof. The stall time is maximized by using active time
slots to perform computations for (δpj −2C)+ units of time,

except for one time slot, where computations for (δpj −C)+

units of time are performed. Producing another trace re-
quires swapping an access request with computations. Re-
ducing the number of computations for any time slot, in-
creases the number of access requests served in this time
slot, and therefore reduces the stall time. Conclusively, any
other trace than the one considered in Alg. 2 results in a
lower completion time.

Lemma 3. Consider C ≤ δpj < 2C, then Alg. 2 returns
the worst-case completion time for a phase with at most
µmax accesses to the shared resource and execmax time units
to perform computations.

Proof. In order to stall access requests such that they
cannot be served in the time slot they were issued, only
one time slot has to perform computations for δpj − C + ε
units of time. All the other time slots consume C units
of time upon their activation to serve an unserved access
request, leaving only C − ε units of time till the expiration
of the time slot. As a result, issuing another access request
immediately results in the maximum stall time and worst-
case completion time. Any other trace would require to
perform more computations in at least one of the time slots



Algorithm 3 Schedulability-Test
Input: Θ, pj ,Sj ,Wj ;
Output: Schedulability of TDMA schedule for pj ;

1: for g = 0; g <
LCM(Wj,L(Θ))

Wj
; g = g + 1 do

2: t = g ·Wj ;
3: for each si,j ∈ Sj with i = 1, 2, . . . , |Sj | do
4: if t < g ·Wj + ρi,j then
5: t = g ·Wj + ρi,j ;
6: end if
7: t = WCT-AR(Θ, pj , µ

max,a
i,j , t, 0);

8: t = WCT-E(Θ, pj , exec
max,e
i,j , µmax,ei,j , t);

9: t = WCT-AR(Θ, pj , µ
max,r
i,j , t, 0);

10: if t− (g ·Wj + ρi,j) > `i,j then
11: return ”might be unschedulable” for pj ;
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: return ”schedulable” for pj ;

sequential
time-triggered

GS

GTS HTS

DSHS

HTT

schedulability relation

Figure 3: Schedulability Relationship between different

models.

required to complete the phase. Since the access requests are
issued at C − ε units of time before the expiration of a time
slot, performing additional computations does not result in
a larger stall time, but reduces the amount of computations
that can be performed after all access request are served.
Conclusively, any other trace than the one considered in
Alg. 2 results in a lower completion time.

Theorem 1. The worst-case completion time derived from
Algorithm WCT-E provides an upper bound of any comple-
tion time for any feasible execution bounded by computation
time execmax and requests µmax on processing element pj.

Proof. This is based on the lemmas in this subsection.

3.3 Timing Analysis for Superblocks and Tasks
With the analysis of the completion time of a phase, we

can analyze the schedulability of the superblocks/tasks on
processing element pj . Testing the schedulability of tasks on
processing element pj requires to analyze for a time period
equal to the least common multiplier (LCM) of pj ’s period
Wj and the schedules length L(Θ). This way, all possible
offsets between slots and superblocks are considered. Since
there is no interference of other processing elements, a super-
block that finished earlier than its worst-case completion
time, will not increase other superblocks worst-case execu-
tion time. As a result, we consider the superblocks’ worst-
case execution time sequentially, see Algorithm 3. Its time

complexity is O(|Sj |LCM(Wj ,L(Θ))

Wj
). Time triggered models,

such as model HTT, can be analyzed using Algorithm 3 by
transforming each time triggered phase to a time triggered
superblock with earliest starting time ρi,j specified accord-
ingly.

To conclude the analysis, the following theorem shows the
correctness of Algorithm 3.

Theorem 2. A TDMA arbiter based on TDMA schedule
Θ is schedulable for scheduling tasks/superblocks assigned on
processing element pj if Algorithm 3 returns ”schedulable”.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 1 and Theo-
rem 1 along with the fact that the early completion of a

superblock will not increase the worst-case execution time
of the remaining superblocks.

4. SCHEDULABILITY AMONG MODELS
In this section we introduce the relation of schedulability

among the proposed models to access a shared resource and
to schedule superblocks on processing elements. Consider
a set of superblocks, specified according to each of the pre-
viously introduced models. Then the schedulability of this
set of superblocks and for each specification model can be
derived, providing that (1) the total amount of accesses to
the shared resource for each superblock and (2) the amount
of computations performed during a superblocks active time
are equal.

(1) If the set of superblocks is schedulable for the sequen-
tial general model (GS), then it is also schedulable for the se-
quential hybrid model (HS). Consider a superblock specified
according to model HS and the execution trace that leads
to its WCCT. A superblock with equivalent parameters but
specified according to model GS is capable of realizing the
same execution trace, since the total amount of accesses and
computation time is equal, but their position is confined to
dedicated phases in the first model.

(2) If the set of superblocks is schedulable for the sequen-
tial hybrid model (HS), then it is also schedulable for the se-
quential dedicated model (DS). Any concrete execution trace
that can be realized by a superblock specified according to
model DS, can also be realized by an equivalent superblock
specified according to model HS. Therefore, the execution
trace leading to the WCCT for model DS, is also a feasible
execution trace for model HS.

(3) If the set of superblocks is schedulable for the time
triggered superblocks general model (GTS), then it is also
schedulable for the time triggered superblocks hybrid model
(HTS). Any execution trace that can be realized by model
HTS can also be realized by model GTS for equivalent super-
blocks and equal start times for the superblocks (equal time
triggering), since in the later access requests are restricted
to specified phases.

(4) If the set of superblocks is schedulable for the time-
triggered phases hybrid model (HTT), then it is also schedu-
lable for the time-triggered phases hybrid model (HTS). In
the model HTT, the WCCT of a phases’ preceding phase
represents the lower bound on its starting time. There-
fore, for model HTT, assigning any other starting time for a
phases than its preceding phases’ WCCT, results in an in-
creased WCCT. Assigning starting times of phases as their
respective predecessors WCCT reproduces sequential behav-
ior, as in model HTS.

(5) If the set of superblocks is schedulable for the time-
triggered superblocks general model (GTS) then it is also
schedulable for the sequential general model (GS). The lower
bound on the starting time for a superblock in time trig-
gered systems is its predecessors’ WCCT. Therefore, the
trace leading to the WCCT for a superblock specified ac-
cording to model GS, is also a feasible trace for model GTS,
but not every possible execution trace for model GTS can
be reproduced by model GS.

(6) If the set of superblocks is schedulable for the time-
triggered phases hybrid model (HTT) or for the time-triggered
superblocks hybrid model (HTS), then it is also schedulable
for the sequential hybrid model (HS). The starting times of
superblocks and phases in model HTS and HTT, respec-
tively are lower bounded by the WCCT of the respective
preceding superblocks and phases of an equivalent super-
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Figure 4: Experimental Results

block specified according to model HS. The WCCT of a
superblock specified according model HTS or HSS is at least
equal to the WCCT of a superblock specified according to
model HS. The schedulability relation follows directly.

As a conclusion, if any of the six models results as schedu-
lable, the sequential dedicated model (DS) is schedulable as
well. Therefore, this model is the model of choice for multi-
processor, resource sharing systems.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we provide both, a real-world industrial ap-

plication and a set of generated problem instances following
the real-world examples’ parameters are analyzed. First a
set of superblocks according to the hybrid access model is
generated using a random number generator. Based on this
superblock, an equivalent superblock for each resource ac-
cess model is generated. In other words, the total number of
accesses to the shared resource and the maximum required
computations are the same for superblocks representing one
application and different resource access models.

In Fig 4(a) we show 3 different applications with 125,
84 and 9 superblocks respectively. The deadline for the
application with 9 superblocks is 5ms, which only model
DS can satisfy, all other models result in the application to
be unschedulable. The second application, with 84 super-
blocks, has a deadline of 10ms, while the third applica-
tion, which is constituted by 125 superblocks has a dead-
line of 20ms. Fig 4(a) clearly shows the relation between
the different models schedulability, as derived in Section 4.
Fig. 4(b) shows a real-world application provided by an in-
dustrial partner 2 in the automotive domain. The applica-
tion is constituted by 120 superblocks and has a deadline
of 20ms, which is only satisfied by model DS. In Fig 4(a)
and Fig. 4(b), the length of the TDMA schedule on the bus
and the length of the slot assigned to the corresponding ap-
plications has been reduced until only model DS remained
schedulable.

The relationship between the length of a slot and the
schedulability is shown in Fig. 4(c). Here we consider two
applications, executing on two different processing elements,
i.e., they compete for the shared resource. The application
on processing element 1 is represented by the solid lines and
the bottom x-axis, labeled δp1 . The application on pro-
cessing element 2 is represented by the dashed lines and
the top x-Axis, labeled δp2 . Note that the direction of the
two x-axis are antipodal and that due to space constraints,

2Due to confidentiality agreements, data samples cannot be
published.

only three models are shown per application. Furthermore,
the length of the schedule L(Θ) is constant 1.35ms, i.e.,
L(Θ) = δp1 + δp2 . Since the x-axis are antipodal, the re-
gion where both applications are schedulable can be derived.
These regions are marked as ”A”, ”B”and ”C” in the figure, for
model DS, model GS and model GTS respectively. Consider
example ”a” in Fig. 4(c), which shows that both applications
are schedulable, and the their slot lengths are δp1 = 0.55ms
and δp2 = 0.7ms respectively, and their worst-case comple-
tion times are 16.25ms and 10.82ms respectively. Contrar-
ily, example ”b” result in a deadline miss for application 1.

6. CONCLUSION
We consider different models to access shared resources on

multiprocessor systems and define schedules for tasks and
superblocks on a processing element. The dedicated model
with sequential superblocks is shown to be schedulable as
soon as any of the other models considered in this paper is
schedulable. Experimental results demonstrate the models’
superiority with respect to worst-case completion time. We
conclude that accesses to the shared resource and compu-
tation should be separated and therefore resource sharing
systems should be designed according to the dedicated ac-
cess model with sequentially executing superblocks.
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